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ABSTRACT

In this paper, an auto-attendant system using finite state
grammar (FSG) based on a continuous speech recognition (CSR)
model is introduced. However, by using two virtual garbage
models, one is to match the leading extraneous speech before
the key name and the other to match the tailing extraneous
speech following the key name, we managed to reach a more
flexible and robust auto-attendant system. The experiment result
show that, in our auto attendant system (about 240 names), to
the name only test set and the sentence test set 1 composed of
sentences that FSG can recognize, the recognition rate of the
keyword spotting system is almost the same as that of FSG. To
the sentence test set 2 composed of sentences that undefined in
the FSG the keyword spotting system outperforms the FSG
system remarkably. Not affecting the recognition accuracy of
name only test set and the sentence test set 1, task dependent
keyword models cut off additional 20% of error rate comparing
with task independent keyword models in the sentence test set 2.

1. INTRODUCTION

There have been a large number of applications and services
proposed that involve some form of human-machine interaction
using automatic speech recognition. The development of robust,
speaker independent, speech recognition systems that perform
well over dialed-up telephony lines has been a topic of interest
for over a decade. This work has progressed from systems that
can recognize a small number of vocabulary items in isolation,
to systems that can recognize medium size vocabulary sets
spoken fluently [1].

A basic assumption for most current speech recognition systems
is that the speech to be recognized consists solely of words from
a pre-defined vocabulary. However, in most speech-input
applications, only partial information need be extracted from the
input utterance. Fox example, in speech dialog applications, it is
necessary to interpret only that portion of the utterance that is
required for filling in a small number of semantic frames. In our
telephony Mandarin name recognition system (we call it auto
attendant), user's responses to automated operator queries are
interpreted to detect the presence of single words (name) that
may be embedded in the complete utterance.

At first, the auto attendant system uses a finite state grammar
(FSG) to constrain allowable word sequences (each possible
path is composed of one keyword and some non-keywords that
are often occurred in the input utterances). In this case, FSG
syntax is described by leading silence and optional high

frequency extraneous words, followed by the set of possible
keywords (only one keyword is allowed per utterance), and
finally followed by again by optional extraneous words and
trailing silence. However, to cover all real-world possible
situations by FSG is out of imaginary for the users often spoken
a valid vocabulary item along with extraneous speech input and
some non-speech input.

Keyword spotting is a promising technique for developing a
user-friendly speech recognition/understanding system that can
handle natural conversation utterances in a more flexible
manner.

2. KEYWORD SPOTTING SYSTEM

A common approach to keyword spotting is to augment the
keyword models with "filler" or garbage models to account for
non-keyword interval [1-5]. An alternative approach is to use a
large vocabulary continuous speech recognition system
(LVCSR) to produce a word string, and then search for the
keywords in that string [6]. While the latter approach typically
yields higher performance, it requires costly computation and
extensive training data.
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Fig. 1. The keyword spotting scheme using filler model

Filler models have provided explicit models for all speech,
including both keywords and non-keywords, and have treated
the keyword recognition problem from continuous speech
recognition (CSR) point of view. The approach is to model the
entire background environment, including silence, transmission
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noises, and most importantly, extraneous speech. This is
accomplished by using actual speech to create one or more
HMMs, called filler or garbage models, representative of
extraneous speech. The keyword spotter is actually a finite state
network where HMM models for keywords compete in the
network with HMM models for non-keyword utterances (see fig.
1). Given this structure for the recognition system, the output is
a continuous stream of keywords and fillers, and the occurrence
of a keyword in this output stream is taken as a putative hit. In
other words, the garbage models are expected to match the
extraneous speech and the trained vocabulary keyword models
are expected to match the actual vocabulary word that is spoken.

In our auto attendent system, the only keyword is the name to
whom the users want to talk. So the recognizer used in this work
was based on graph search driven by a syntax limitation that at
most one vocabulary word would appear in any utterance. This
is a strong constraint; however, it is a very realistic one for most
telecommunication applications. In this study, we use two
virtual garbage models we call them any-node (also refer as on-
line garbage model [5]) to represent the non-keywords occur in
the speech. In this case, the input utterance is hypothesized as
leading silence and the first any-node, followed by one keyword,
then followed by the second any-node and trailing silence (see
Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. The keyword spotting scheme using two anynode model
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At any time frame of the graph search, any transition between
the first any-node and keywords is allowed as well as self-
transition for the first any-node and the second any-node.
Instead of explicitly modeling garbage models, this approach
computes the local garbage scores directly for each time frame
from averaging the top N best scores of Gassians of all
phonemic models that are active on the searching paths. For the
local score of the any-node is never the best one but is always in
the top candidates so that when the first any-node is propagated
into the exactly keyword uttered in the input speech the global
score of this path will be increased up quickly. The role of any-
node is to absorb the extraneous speech embedded in the
complete utterance. In this method, two more parameters should
be optimized. One is top N1 of the first any-node and the other
is top N2 of the second any-node. Additionally, keyword
entrance penalty should be defined so that the first any-node
will be always alive to ensure it can meet with the exactly
keyword in exactly position. The important feature of this
approach is that it only needs to train keyword models and does
not need to train garbage model additionally. Furthermore, to
the general name recognition system, the any-node can deal
with various dialects and different speaking styles for it can
absorb any extraneous speech while the filler model in this
situation should be trained again using new corpus data.

3. KEYWORDS ACOUSTIC MODEL

In our auto attendant system, the keywords were represented by
concatenations of phonetic units. They were expanded into a
pronunciation network based on a set of phonological rules.
There are about 240 keywords in this paper's specific task.
However, the goal of auto-attendant model training is to make
the acoustic model be general to Mandarin names. Vocabulary
independent or task independent training of a keyword
recognizer implies that there need be no retraining of subword
models as the keyword vocabulary changes.

So two sets of phonetic units were both used in the description
of the keywords, the vocabulary independent or task
independent (TI) phones and task dependent (TD) phones, in
distinct experiments.

4. BASELINE AUTO-ATTENDANT
SYTEM (FSG)

At first, the auto attendant system uses a finite state grammar
(FSG) to constrain allowable word sequences (each possible
path is composed of one keyword and some non-keywords that
are often occurred in the input utterances). The grammar is
designed using Intel Speech Development Toolkit. The
grammar is written in the toolkit's grammar specification
language that implements finite state grammars, and covered a
large number of natural language expressions. Our goal is the
implementation of the system without restricting the way
someone could ask for a particular person. Our experience show
that in Mandarin there is a much larger variation in the natural
language constructions that can be used in this type of task. So
only those Grammar constraints appear frequently, like the ones
such as " I want speak to Mr.", "Ms.", "please help me",
"Thanks", etc. are implemented using different paths in the
grammar.

Hidden Markov models are used to represent speech in our
system. We used phonemes as our basic acoustic units, which
were represented by Gaussian mixture continuous HMMs.
Compared systems with different degrees of tying among the
Gaussian mixtures, 2k states with 12 Guassian-mixture were
finalized. The training corpus consists of 160000 utterance
telephony data. The System's front-end was configured to output
12 mel frequency cepstral coefficients, and their first and second
derivatives. The filter bank is from 60 to 3400HZ.

The test set consists of three parts, name only test set  (602
names), sentence test set 1 (298 sentences) that is composed of
sentences that FSG can recognize, and the sentence test set 2
(880 sentences) composed of sentences that does not be defined
in the FSG. The fact that should be pointed out is that the
sentences in sentence test set 2 are more complex than those in
the sentence test set1.

5. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

The experiment result of our anynode-based keyword spotting
system is shown in table 1(referred as KWS). The performance
of baseline auto-attendant system using finite state grammar is
also listed in the table that can be referred as FSG.



Table 1. Performance (Error Rate) of keyword spotting system
System
Strategy

Name only
 test set

sentence
test set 1

sentence
test set 2

KWS (TI) 5.8% 11.7% 30%
FSG 6.0% 11.1% 48%

From the result we can see that, to the name only test set the
recognition rate of the any-node method being a little higher
than that of FSG. This result can be interpreted easily for the
searching in active path to the name only utterance will be less
ambiguity in the keyword spotting system than that in the FSG
system. To the sentence test set 1, which is composed of
sentences that FSG can recognize, the recognition rate of the
any-node method is nearly as same as that of FSG. To the
sentence test set 2 composed of sentences that FSG does not
define the recognition rate of the former method is much higher
than that of the latter method. As we have pointed out in the
previous section, the sentences in the test set 2 are more
complex than the sentences in the test set 1. So the poor
performance on the sentence test set 2 comparing with sentence
test set 1 in both keyword spotting system and finite state
grammar is acceptable.

Table 2. Performance of TD training vs. TI training
Training
Strategy

name only
test set

Sentence
 test set 1

Sentence
 test set 2

TD 5.8% 10.0% 24%
TI 5.8% 11.7% 30%

From table 2 we can see that, not affecting the recognition
accuracy of name only test set and the sentence test set 1, TD
keyword models cut off about 20% of error rate comparing with
TI keyword models in the sentence test set 2.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an auto-attendant system using finite state
grammar (FSG) based on a continuous speech recognition (CSR)
model is introduced. However, to cover all real-world possible
situations by FSG is out of imaginary for the users often spoken
a valid vocabulary item along with extraneous speech input and
some non-speech input. By using two virtual garbage models,
one is to match the leading extraneous speech before the key
name and the other to match the tailing extraneous speech
following the key name, we managed to reach a more flexible
and robust auto-attendant system.

The experiment result show that, in our auto attendant system
(about 240 names), to the name only test set the recognition rate
of the any-node method being a little higher than that of finite
state grammar (FSG). To the sentence test set 1, which is
composed of sentences that FSG can recognize, the recognition
rate of the any-node method is nearly as same as that of FSG.
To the sentence test set 2 composed of sentences that FSG does
not define the recognition rate of the former method is much
higher than that of the latter method.

Additionally, we compared two different keyword acoustic
model training strategy, one is task independent training and the
other is task dependent training. Vocabulary independent or task
independent training of a keyword recognizer implies that there

need be no retraining of subword models as the keyword
vocabulary changes. However, not affecting the recognition
accuracy of name only test set and the sentence test set 1, task
dependent keyword models cut off additional 20% of error rate
comparing with task independent keyword models in the
sentence test set 2.
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